The semi-implicit Euler discretization method is studied for abstract evolution equations in a Hilbert space H, like _ u = f ( t; u; u) ; t 2 (0; T ] ; u (0) = u 0 , where f(t; ; v ) is one-sided Lipschitz and R(I hf(t; ; v )) = H for h > 0 suciently small, and f(t; u; ) is Lipschitz-continuous. Extension to Banach spaces is then pointed out. Ordinary and partial, dierential and integro-dierential equations or systems are included. For instance, _ u = A(t; u) + B ( t; u), where A(t; ) is [strongly] dissipative and maximal, and B(t; ) is Lipschitz-continuous, fall into the previous class. The scheme is u n+1 = u n +t f ((n+1)t; u n+1 ; u n ), n = 0 ; 1 ; :::; N 1, where t := T= N. T w o main computational advantages with respect to fully implicit methods are: (a) linearization of semilinear problems, and (b) decoupling of systems into lower-dimensional (stationary) subsystems, at each time step. In the latter case, parallelization becomes possible. A full error analysis is performed: consistency and stability are estabilished, and precise convergence estimates are obtained. Several applications, including reaction-diusion and hyperbolic systems, are nally given. 
1 Introduction.
In this paper we are concerned with the numerical treatment of abstract nonlinear evolution problems of a rather general class that includes as a special case _ u = A(t; u) + B ( t; u) ; 0 < t T ; u (0) = u 0 : (1) Here A(t; ) : ( D t H ) ! H , t > 0, denotes a [strongly] dissipative and maximal operator [33] , in general nonlinear, H being a real or complex Hilbert space, and B(t; (1) to the solution of a sequence of stationary problems, arising from a semi-implicit time discretization of (1), as u n+1 = u n + hA((n + 1 ) h; u n+1 ) + hB((n + 1 ) h; u n ) ; n = 0 ; 1 ; :::; N 1 ; h := T= N ; (2) h > 0 denoting the time discretization step. Such problems are linear when A(t; ) is a linear elliptic operator, i.e. when (1) is a semilinear partial dierential equation of parabolic type. Existence, uniqueness and regularity of solutions to equations like (1) have been studied by several authors (see [20, 23] , e.g.). Treating by the semiimplicit Euler method (2) an equation like (1) may be advantageous, in that it leads to linearization, in case of semilinear equations; to decoupling into lower-dimensional stationary subsystems in case that (1) represents a system of ordinary [28, 29] or partial dierential equations; or to equations characterized by local rather than nonlocal (e.g. integral) operators. The latter is typical of linear partial integro-dierential equations (where integration is over the space domain), in which case the method leads, at each time step after space-discretization, to sparse or band-structured, instead of full, systems. When (2) decouples into subsystems, the ensuing computational advantage is clear, as parallel implementation becomes feasible (see [28, 29] , e.g., for systems of ordinary dierential equations). These observations show the importance of adopting the semi-implicit Euler method, while only the fully implicit method seems to have been widely used so far (see [19, 22, 24, 26] and references therein), at least in the innite-dimensional case. Other semi-implicit methods for special evolutionary PDE problems do appear in the literature. Concerning nonlinear parabolic equations, one should mention [30] , where, however, the equation was rst discretized in space by a Galerkin nite element s c heme, thus obtaining a linear system of ODEs. In another direction, semi-implicit nite dierence discretizations (both in space and in time) have been used to solve shallow w ater equations, see [6] .
In this paper, we are actually able to study stability and consistency (and thus convergence, cf. [7] ) of certain semi-implicit schemes for (abstract) evolution problems in Hilbert space, like _ u = f(t; u; u) ; 0 < t T ; u (0) = u 0 ; (3) where f has the (uniform) Lipschitz property with respect to the scalar product (one-sided Lipschitz condition) in the second argument, and is (uniformly) Lipschitzcontinuous in the third. Equation (1) above is a special case of (3) . As the consistency analysis is based on some regularity conditions, throughout the paper we assume, besides existence and uniqueness of a strong solution u to (3) The procedure we follow to analyze the implicit Euler method for (3) is based on the general theory of convergence for numerical methods developed by B. Chartres and R. Stepleman [7, 8] . Such a theory has the feature of allowing to take i n to account any kind of \perturbations" (e.g. truncation as well as round-o errors), at the same time. In Section 2, we review briey such a theory, and in Section 3 the semi-implicit discretization scheme is presented. Stability and consistency are here estabilished, along with precise convergence estimates. Extension to evolutionary problems in Banach spaces is then pointed out. In Section 4, several applications are given, which include equations and systems, dierential and integro-dierential, of the reaction-diusion type, as well as semilinear hyperbolic equations and systems. In Section 5, nally, w e collect some general remarks.
2 A brief account of the Chartres-Stepleman theory.
In [7] , B. Chartres and R. Stepleman introduced an abstract framework to analyze general numerical methods, see also [8] . Their approach, which originated by earlier basic ideas of I. Babuska et al. [2] , is quite exible and general. A \numerical method" is dened as a sextuple fX;Y;F;H;fF h g;fE h gg ; (4) X denoting the \data space", Y the \solution space", H the \discretization parameters set". F : X ! Y is the mapping that associates the data to the solution of the underlying problem. Usually, Y is a linear normed space, equipped with the norm k k Y , but it could be merely a metric space or even a topological vector space. H is a set of \discretization steps" where a convergence to 0 is dened, though 0 = 2 H. The approximating procedure is described by means of the family of operators fF h g h2H , F h : X E h ! Y , ( x; e) 7 ! F h (x; e), where fE h g h2H denotes a family of \perturbation spaces". The space E h contains, for each h 2 H, an element denoted by 0, and a topology is given in E h by means of a function h : E h ! R + 0 , h ( 0 ) = 0 . A basis of neighborhoods of 0 is dened as N 0 () : = f e 2 E h : h ( e ) < g , > 0.
The function h (e) measures, for every xed h, the perturbation e. In most cases, E h is a linear normed space, and h is a norm on E h .
The method (4) is termed convergent at x 2 X if kF h (x; e) F(x)k Y ! 0 ; as h ! 0 ; h (e) ! 0 ; (5) and is termed stable at x 2 X if kF h (x; e) F h (x; 0k Y ! 0 ; as h ! 0 ; h (e) ! 0 : (6) Moreover, it is said to be consistent if, for every h 2 H, there exists a special perturbation, saŷ e h ( x ), depending in general on x and h, such that kF h (x;ê h (x)) F(x)k Y ! 0 ; as h ! 0 ;
with h (ê h (x)) ! 0 ; as h ! 0 : (8) It is then easy to prove (cf. [7] ) that a general form of the celebrated Lax Equivalence Theorem [17] holds: A numerical method ( dened a s i n (4)) is convergent (as in (5)) if and only if it is stable (as in (6) ) and consistent (as in (7), (8) ).
It is worth noting that the present denition of convergence is more general than the usual one. In fact, in the literature it is often required only that F h (x; 0) ! F(x) as h ! 0, i.e. that the \exact" (unperturbed) scheme converges to the solution of the original problem. The notion of convergence in (5) takes into account, however, the presence of unavoidable perturbations. Therefore, the usual convergence concept can be seen as a special case of consistency (takingê h (x) 0), and is implied by stability and consistency as above, in view of Lax theorem.
3 Stability and consistency of the semi-implicit Euler method.
In this Section we prove stability ( x 3.1) and consistency (x3.2) according to the denitions given in Section 2, for a semi-implicit Euler scheme applied to _ u = f(t; u; u) ; 0 < t T ; u (0) = u 0 : In particular, f(t; u; v) = A ( t; u) + B ( t; v), where A(t; ) i s dissipative, o r strongly dissipative (K 1 < 0) and maximal [33] , and B(t; ) is Lipschitz continuous (cf. x1), as it occurs in typical cases arising within the context of parabolic dierential or integrodierential equations. In these cases, equation (12) is an elliptic partial dierential or integrodierential equation, and its solvability m ust be explicitly required.
By a solution to (9) we mean a function u 2 C 0 ([0; T ]; H), such that u(t) 2 D t for every t 2 (0; T ], T being a xed positive n umber, strongly dierentiable in (0; T ], satisfying (9) . Under assumptions (10), (11) , uniqueness can be estabilished in a standard way b y using dierential inequalities (cf. [16] H = fh = T= N ; N 2 N + g . The approximating procedure is based on the following (ideal) iterative algorithm: For n = 0 ; 1 ; 2 ; :::; N, set t n = nh, and u n+1 = u n + hf(t n+1 ; u n +1 ; u n ):
As we h a v e t o t a k e i n to account all unavoidable errors introduced on each step, we consider the perturbed scheme v n+1 = u n + hf(t n+1 ; v n +1 ;ũ n ) + n +1 ;
Here 0 = u 0 u 0 represents the error on the initial data,ũ 0 2 D, and n 2 H , n = 1 ; 2 ; :::; N 1, is the error made in solving approximately the rst equation in (14) . The perturbation term n+1 cannot, in general, be absorbed in n+1 , a s i t i s possible in the case of ordinary dierential equations, where f is Lipschitz continuous (in the classical sense) also with respect to its second argument. The scheme (14) is well-dened since, for every n, the rst equation in (14) has a unique solution v n+1 in view of (10), (11) (when K 1 > 0, uniqueness is guaranteed at least for h suciently small, which fact, in turn, modies the set H above). From the scheme in (14) it is clear that one should require explicitely thatũ n 2 D at each time step. In other words, this means that the method to be used for solving the rst equation in (14) must give an approximate solution,ũ n+1 , in D.
Finally, the \perturbation space", E h (cf. x2), consists of all admissible \pertur-bations vectors" (,)= ( 0 ; 1 ; :::; N ; 1 ; 2 ; :::; N ) described above, and thus E h H 2N+1 . The approximating mapping, F h (cf. x2), is taken to be the linear interpolant among the valuesũ n , n = 0 ; 1 ; 2 ; :::; N. The function h (cf. x2) that introduces the topology on E h , will be dened in x3.1.
Stability of the semi-implicit Euler method.
From (13) , (14), we obtaiñ u n+1 u n+1 = v n+1 u n+1 + n+1 ; (15) and v n+1 u n+1 = u n u n + h [ f ( t n +1 ; v n +1 ;ũ n ) f(t n+1 ; u n +1 ; u n )] + n+1 = u n u n + h [ f ( t n +1 ; v n +1 ;ũ n ) f(t n+1 ; v n +1 ; u n )] + h[f(t n+1 ; v n +1 ; u n ) f ( t n +1 ; u n +1 ; u n )] + n+1 : (16) Setting " n := v n u n ; (17) and taking the scalar product of both sides of (16) by " n+1 , w e obtain, using repeatedly the Schwarz inequality and (10), (11), k" n+1 k (1 + hK 2 )kũ n u n k + hK 1 k" n+1 k + k n+1 k ; (18) and then, for hK 1 (20) Setting, for short, a n := kũ n u n k ; := 1 + hK 2 1 hK 1 ; := 1 1 hK 1 ;
(20) becomes a n+1 a n + k n+1 k + k n+1 k ; n = 0 ; 1 ; :::; N 1 ; (22) where a 0 := k 0 k. Then, inductively obtains a n n k 0 k +
Recalling that K 1 2 R, K 2 > 0, it is convenient to list separately two cases: a) K 1 + K 2 0, then 0 < 1, and from (23)
h (e) being that introduced in x2; (25) Here
( N exp f(K 1 + K 2 )Tg ; N ! 1 ) where the constant c can be taken equal to 1 when K 1 > 0.
Finally, the map F h (cf. x2) being a linear interpolant, we h a v e kjF h (x; e) F h (x; 0)jk max 0nN kũ n u n k h ( e ) ; hK 1 < 1 ; (27) where x = u 0 , and kjujk = kuk Y := sup 0tT ku(t)k, which shows stability, according to x2 (such an estimate is referred to as \order stability" in [7] ). Remark 3.1 In the special case that f(t; ; v ) is Lipschitz continuous in the classical sense with constant K 3 > 0, the error n+1 in (14) due to the numerical solution of the rst equation in (14) , can be adsorbed in n+1 . In fact, one may think thatũ n+1 is the (unique) solution to z = u n + hf(t n+1 ; z ; u n ) + h [ f ( t n +1 ; v n +1 ;ũ n ) f(t n+1 ;ũ n+1 ;ũ n )] + n+1 : (28) Note that here one should require thatũ n 2 D tn for every n 1, that is that the method followed to solve the rst equation in (14) yields an approximate solution, u n+1 , in D t n+1 . Comparing with the rst equation in (14), we see that n+1 there is replaced by n+1 = n+1 + h[f(t n+1 ; v n +1 ;ũ n ) f(t n+1 ;ũ n+1 ;ũ n )] ; (29) and hence a scheme like (14) is obtained with n+1 = 0. Then, k n+1 k k n +1 k + hK 3 kv n+1 ũ n+1 k = k n+1 k + hK 3 k n+1 k ; (30) which shows that in the estimates (24)-(25) absorbing n+1 in n+1 is advantageous provided that h K 3 <1, i.e. (K 1 + K 3 )h < 1. When K 1 + K 3 > 0, this is an actual condition on the time step. Note that, in any case, there is a contraction by a factor h K 3 hK 3 as h ! 0.
The occurrence described above i s t ypical of many systems of ordinary dierential equations, while it is ruled out in case of partial dierential equations (for which f(t; ; v ) is a dierential operator).
Consistency of the semi-implicit Euler method.
To prove consistency (x2), we write u(t n+1 ) = u ( t n ) + hf(t n+1 ; u ( t n +1 ); u ( t n )) + ! n+1 (h) ; (31) that is (14) 
Here the fact that u 2 AC[0; T ] has been used. Besides, as _ u(t) i s R iemann integrable on [0; T ] (cf. [13, Ch.3] ), for every " > 0, and for every k, k = 1 ; 2 ; :::; N, the nodes k;i , and the weights k;i > 0, i = 1 ; 2 ; :::; m k , with P m k i=1 k;i = 1, exist so as to approximate the integral of _ u by the nite sum above, up to an error w " , kw " k < " . 
Convergence estimates.
From the results of x3.1, x3.2, convergence of the semi-implicit Euler method (cf. (5)) follows by a Lax-type equivalence theorem [7] . Following the proof of the theorem in [7] , we obtain by (27) kjF h (u 0 ; e ) u jk kjF h (u 0 ; e ) F h ( u 0 ; 0)jk + kjF h (u 0 ; 0) F h (u 0 ;ê h (u 0 ))jk + kjF h (u 0 ;ê h (u 0 )) ujk h (e) + h (ê h (u 0 )) + osc(u; h) ; From the computational viewpoint, in (39), (40) it is reasonable to take e = ( 0 ; 0; :::; 0; 1 ; :::; N ) where 0 is the error on the initial value and k represents the overall error made in the numerical solution of the k-th equation in (14) . Such an error takes into account, typically, round-o errors and the error inherent to the method itself used to solve the k-th equation in (14) . In case of partial dierential equations, for instance, the latter takes into account, in turn, the error in the boundary data (if any) and the truncation error with respect to the space variables. In the theory above, perturbation terms k 6 = 0 ( k = 1 ; 2 ; :::; N) h a v e been included in studying stability. In fact they appear, in a natural way, as local truncation errors, ! k (h) (cf. of the method rests on having at hand accurate algorithms to solve the rst equation in (14) (with n+1 = 0), since, roughly speaking, one should guarantee that h 1 max 1kN k k k be small when h is small. Remark 3.3 Everything done in this section holds in case of a complex Hilbert space, just taking the real part on the l.h.s. of (10) This property is equivalent to that in (10) above when the space is a Hilbert space [20] . and has beeen extensively used in the numerical treatment of ordinary dierential systems, (cf. [9, 29] , e.g.). When K 1 = 0, the operator f(t; ; v ) is termed \dissipative"; in general, in (42) K 1 can be positive, negative, or zero. The straightforward modications in x3.1 are left to the reader. Remark 3.5 Note that the analysis developed in Section 3 embodies the case of the fully implicit Euler method. In fact, if K 1 2 R denotes the one-sided Lipschitz constant o f p ( t; u) with respect to u, where p(t; u) : = f ( t; u; u), with R(I hp(t; )) = H for h > 0 suciently small, the theory of Section 3 can be applied with K 2 = 0 .
F or an application of the theory of [7] to the fully implicit Euler method with K 1 = 0 , see [31] . We stress that the case K 1 > 0 is also included, which occurrence seems to be not recorded in the literature for the innite-dimensional case.
4 Examples.
In this Section, we present some applications of the semi-implicit Euler method, in both the nite and the innite-dimensional case. The computational advantages in using such a method will be pointed out. Below, letters denoting m-dimensional vectors will be boldfaced, for clarity.
A Systems of ordinary dierential equations. Consider equation (9) with H = R m , that is an m-dimensional system of ordinary dierential equations (ODEs). Assume, moreover, that all hypotheses accompanying equation (9) in Section 3 are satised. Note that such h ypotheses are classical in the context of the numerical treatment of systems of ODEs (cf. [9] , e.g.). Our approach is closely related to the so-called \backward Euler multirate method", used to decouple system (9) into stationary sub-systems, in view of parallel implementation, cf. [28, 29] . The latter represents an approach alternative to the \waveform relaxation (WR) method" [11] used to solve v ery large, possibly sti systems. An advantage of such an approach with respect to the WR method is that no iteration is required in the continuous time domain. Indeed, the convergence of such an iteration can be very slow, and memory occupacy for storing the waveforms may be large. An important example treated in [29] is the \decoupled implicit Euler method" for _ u = F(t; u) f(t; u; u ), u(0) = u 0 , where f(t; u; v) = ( F 1 ( t; u 1 ; v 2 ; :::; v r ); :::; F r (t; v 1 ; :::v r 1 ; u r )) :
Here F k , u k are m k -dimensional vectors, and v j is m j -dimensional; P r k=1 m k = m. I n this way one is facing, at each time step, r independent nonlinear algebraic systems, which can be solved concurrently (cf. (14) above, with n+1 = 0).
As shown in [29] , when F is suciently smooth, extrapolation can be used to obtain an higher order of integration accuracy. In the opposite direction, our analysis also allows f(t; ; v ) to be discontinuous. This feature is essential in solving evolutionary partial dierential equations and systems. (44) can be recast into the form of equation (1) The hypotheses on g above imply that g(t; ; w ( ; t )) 2 L 2 (), and that B(t; ) i s Lipschitz-continuous as a map from L 2 () into L 2 () (see [4] , e.g.). On the other hand, A is a maximal dissipative operator, as known (cf. [5] and g (t; x; w) = g ( t; x; M) for w > M , g ( t; x; w) = g ( t; x; M) for w < M , cf. [14] . The computational advantages of the method are clear. At each time step, the semi-implicit Euler method applied to problem (44) requires solving the d-dimensional linear inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation v n+1 (x) = u n ( x ) + hav n+1 (x) + hg(t n+1 ; x ; u n ( x )) ; x 2 ; v n+1 (x) = w 1 ( x; t n+1 ) ; x 2 @ ; (45) (cf. (14) with n+1 = 0). A unique solution, v n+1 , to (45) does exist as a is a maximal dissipative operator from fu 2 H 2 () : u(x) = w 1 ( x; t n+1 ) o n @ g in L 2 (). The approximate solution to (45), saỹ u n +1 (x), should be seeked in D = L 2 (), cf. (14) . The equation in (45) being linear, its numerical treatment can be based on a variety of methods, besides the widely used nite dierence and nite element methods. For instance, when can be decomposed into rectangular subdomains, equations like (45) (as well as similar linear elliptic systems, cf. Example (D) below) can be treated by spectral collocation methods. These methods are known to possess an extremely high convergence rate, when the solution is smooth, cf. [25] . When the spatial dimension d is comparatively large, one might apply probabilistic methods. We stress, incidentally, that in this approach parallelization is trivial, since the solution at every point x 2 i s e v aluated as an average over Brownian trajectories which can be generated independently (and hence on several dierent processors), cf. [21] , e.g.. The direct application of such methods to the nonlinear evolution equation (44) w ( x; t) 0 ; x 2 @ ; 0 < t T ; w ( x; 0) = w 0 (x) ; x 2 :
Here, a ij ; b i ; c2C 0 ( ), c(x) 0 i n , a n d L is strictly elliptic, i.e. there is > 0 such that a ij i j jj 2 for every d-vector and x in ; g is Lipschitz-continuous in w uniformly in (x; t) 2 (0; T ], and g(t; x; 0) = 0 for each pair (x; t) 2 @(0; T ]. In this case, the parabolic equation in (46) is of type (1) If, in addition, the integral operator in (49) is dissipative on L 2 () (e.g., when the kernel K(x; ) is symmetric negative semi-denite Hilbert-Schmidt [4, Example 7.3.1, p.234]), the fully implicit Euler method is also applicable (cf. 3.5). In fact, the whole operator A() + B ( ) is dissipative, in this case (cf. [19, 26] ). This method exhibits better stability properties, since the \propagation factor" in (26) , N , is replaced by 1, but one must face, after space discretization, the solution of full high-dimensional linear systems. Following the semi-implicit Euler method, instead, one has to solve merely band structured (using nite dierences), or sparse systems (nite elements), since only the dierential operator is discretized at each time-step. Therefore, the latter approach requires handling only local operators versus integral operators. 
for the m-vector w, with suitable initial-boundary data. Such problem generalizes all the other examples described above. Clearly, in discretizing numerically equation (51) by the semi-implicit Euler method all the advantages pointed out above (linearization, decoupling, local versus nonlocal structure) are obtained at the same time. It is worth noting that in the block-diagonal matrix M in (51) some blocks are allowed to vanish. This means that in the integro-dierential system (51), some subsystems may reduce to ordinary (integro-dierential) systems. This happens in several models, e.g. concerning competing species dynamics (cf. [18] ).
F A semilinear hyperbolic equation.
The problem w tt = aw + g(t; x; w) ; in (0; T ]; w ( x; 0) = w 0 (x) ; w t ( x; 0) = w 1 (x) ; x 2 ; w ( x; t) = 0 ;x 2 @ ;t 2 (0; T ]; (52) can be written as as an abstract evolutionary problem for the 2-vector u(t) = ( u 1 Hence, the semi-implicit Euler method can be applied (see [24] for the fully implicit), yielding the system ( v 1;n+1 (x) = u 1 ;n (x) + hv 2;n+1 (x) v 2;n+1 (x) = u 2 ;n (x) + hav 1;n+1 (x) + hg(t n+1 ; x ; u 1 ;n+1 (x)) ; x 2 ; v 1;n+1 (x) = 0 ; v 2 ;n+1 (x) = 0 ;x 2 @ ;
(55) for (v 1;n+1 (x); v 2 ;n+1 (x)), at each time step (cf. 14) with n+1 = 0). Such a system is equivalent t o ( v 1 ;n+1 (x) = h 2 a v 1 ;n+1 (x) + u 1 ;n (x) + h u 2 ;n (x) + h 2 g ( t n +1 ; x ; u 1 ;n (x)) hv 2;n+1 (x) = v 1 ;n+1 (x) ũ 1;n (x) ; In closing, some remarks are in order.
Remark 5.1 The assumption that f(t; u; ) b e globally Lipschitz-continuous may be not restrictive in practice, when equation (9) is equivalent to an ordinary or to a partial dierential equation or system. For several reaction-diusion systems like those in (47) with g(t; x; ) locally Lipschitz-continuous in R m , for instance, a priori estimates on w are known (cf. [18] , e.g.). In this case, the original problem can be transformed into an equivalent problem with the required property (cf. [14] ).
Remark 5.2 Examples (B)-(F) above are semilinear, but this was done merely for the purpose of illustration. The semi-implicit method analyzed in Section 3 can actually be applied to fully nonlinear equations. For instance, the method is still convenient when f(t; u; u) has the additive structure, A(t; u) + B ( t; u), but A is nonlinear, and the stationary equations, v n+1 = u n + hA(t n+1 ; v n +1 ) + hB(t n+1 ;ũ n ), do present computational advantages.
In the remark below, the following results, valid in an arbitrary Banach space, will be used: (10) , (11)), and thus the operator p(t; u) = A ( t; u) + B ( t; u) in (1) is globally dissipative in u, and hence maximal by ( ii), the semi-implicit method has the same stability properties as the fully implicit one, since the propagation factor is r N = 1 in both cases (cf. (11) 
